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Abstract—This paper presents the concept of the three-phase
module-integrated converters (MICs) incorporated in grid-tied
large-scale photovoltaic (PV) systems. The current-source con-
verter (CSC) with dc voltage boost capability, namely single-
stage power conversion system, is proposed for three-phase PV
MIC system. A model predictive scheme with low switching
frequency is designed to control the proposed topology in such
a way that provides a certain amount of active and reactive
power in steady-state operation and also provides a proper
ratio of reactive power under transient conditions to meet the
low voltage ride through (LVRT) regulations. To predict the
future behavior of current control values and switching states,
a discrete-time model of the MIC is developed in synchronous
reference frame. It is demonstrated that the injected active
and reactive power can be controlled using minimizing the
cost function introduced in the predictive switching algorithm.
The proposed structure is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK
software. An experimental verification is provided to justify the
performance of the proposed control method through a 300-VA
laboratory prototype. The results verify the desired performance
of the proposed control scheme for exchanging of both active
and reactive powers between the PV MIC and the grid within
different operating conditions.

Index Terms—Active and reactive control, current source
converter (CSC), low voltage ride through (LVRT), module-
integrated converter (MIC), model predictive control (MPC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE attempts to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
are promising the recent dramatic increase of installed

photovoltaic (PV) capacity, predicted 25% growth over the
next 10 years [1]. Practically, the grid-tied PV system archi-
tectures can be classified into three basic types: centralized
inverter, string or multistring inverter, and the AC module-
integrated converter (MIC) (also called microinverter) [2].
Among these, MIC concept has become the most recent
method for grid-tied PV system development in the market
and it will be a tendency for future solar PV deployment,
due to its superior advantages such as the low cost of mass
production, high efficiency, easier installation, and improved
energy harvest [3].

The commercial PV MIC systems are widely used in
single-phase distributed PV generation with a power rating
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range of 150−400 W and input dc voltage variation of
20−45 V. Since the low PV voltage needs to be boosted
to match the utility grid voltage, several MIC topologies
based on the number of the conversion stages and the
design specifications have been studied and presented in the
literature [2]–[6]. Although these proposed topologies have
shown promising results for single-phase small-scale resi-
dential and commercial PV applications, three-phase small-
scale PV MIC concept can be taken into consideration for
large-size PV installations, considering the merits of solar
systems based on micro-inverters.

Conventional systems for a large-size PV installation are
based on centralized or string inverters. Recently, devel-
opment of the three-phase MIC concept to large-size PV
installations, is introduced where each MIC is integrated di-
rectly into each PV panel [3]. This architecture will reduce
the cost per watt, improve system reliability, and eliminate
the single-point failure. Assuming further expansion of
the three-phase grid-tied MIC system into large-scale PV
installations, it would be required for micro-inverters to
be equipped with low voltage ride through (LVRT) capa-
bility in order to fulfill the upcoming requirements under
fault conditions. The previously analyzed control schemes
focused on LVRT enhancement of the voltage source con-
verter (VSC)-based MIC systems which are mostly based
on the concept of d − q rotating synchronous reference
frame with classical linear proportional−integral (PI) regu-
lators and pulsewidth/space vector modulation (PWM/SVM)
[7]–[9].

Unlike VSC, the LVRT improvement of current-source
converters (CSCs) in low power ranges (up to 500W)
especially in PV MIC system, is rarely studied in the
literature [10], [11]. A single-stage CSC topology, compared
with VSC-based configurations, provides the alternative way
to achieve the dc voltage boost capability without additional
stages, so that circuitry complexity and the overall system
losses may be reduced, as discussed in [11].

Recently, the finite control set model predictive control
(FCS-MPC) has been used in many power electronic ap-
plications, due to the fact that it is a simple intuitive
method and can remove the need for linear regulators
and modulation stages [12]–[14]. One of the advantages of
MPC approach is that system nonlinearities and limitations
can be incorporated directly into the model, resulting in
better steady-state results and a faster transient response
compared with classical controllers. The FCS-MPC method
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Fig. 1. Three-phase current source microinverter-based architecture for solar farm.

for the LVRT enhancement of the grid-tied VSC topology
was previously studied in [13]–[19].

The power control of the CSC-based MIC using FCS-
MPC strategy was analyzed in [20]. This study provides
more details on the performance of proposed control strat-
egy with simulation and experimental verification. This
paper develops the application of the single-stage CSC
topology for the three-phase grid-tied PV MIC system.
A predictive control strategy is applied to the CSC-based
MIC to provide balanced grid currents under disturbances,
simultaneously with suitable active and reactive power reg-
ulation, allowing to fully meet the LVRT requirement. For
this purpose, the system modeling is first presented in
continuous-time and then converted to discrete-time models
for the purpose of digital implementation. The control
objectives are expressed as a fitness function. During each
sampling interval, the fitness function is minimized using
the actual measurements and predicted values for given
switching states, which are then applied to the CSC-based
MIC directly. Finally, the simulation and experimental eval-
uation of the proposed controller for a 300-VA laboratory
prototype is conducted.

II. CONFIGURATION AND MODELING OF THE CSC-BASED
MIC SYSTEM

The system architecture for PV solar farm based on
three-phase MICs is shown in Fig. 1. A three-phase CSC-
based MIC is integrated directly into each panel. The
outputs of each MIC are directly connected to low voltage
three-phase grid, where each MIC operates independently
regardless of the failure of other MICs. The proposed
circuit is consist of a bridge with six reverse-blocking
MOSFET switches (S1 − S6) in series with a diode, a dc-
link inductor Ldc as the main energy storage component,
a dc-voltage source representing the output voltage of the
PV arrays. The CSC is well suitable for MOSFETs since
their inherent body diodes are inactive during commutation.
The system connected to the three phase grid voltages vag ,
vbg , vcg through a high-frequency LC filter.

A. Continuous-Time Modeling of CSC-Based MIC

In this paper, active power and reactive power are
considered to be controlled by using the grid currents

TABLE I
SWITCHING COMBINATIONS OF THE CSC-BASED MIC SYSTEM

SC# S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 iao ibo ico State

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 charging circuit 1
2 1 0 0 0 0 1 idc -idc 0 discharging circuit 1
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 idc 0 -idc discharging circuit 2
4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 charging circuit 2
5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 idc -idc discharging circuit 3
6 0 0 1 1 0 0 -idc idc 0 discharging circuit 4
7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 charging circuit 3
8 0 0 0 1 1 0 -idc 0 idc discharging circuit 5
9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -idc idc discharging circuit 6

modeling presented in the synchronous reference frame.
For a three-phase CSC, 9 switching combinations (SCs),
i.e., three charging operating modes and six discharging
operating modes, are available as given in Table I. At
any switching instant, only two active switches conduct,
one of the upper MOSFETs (S1, S3, S5) and one of the
lower MOSFETs (S4, S6, S2) to keep a flow pass for the
inductor current, idc. The dc-link current conducting of
the 9 possible switching states for the CSC-based MIC is
shown in Fig. 2.

The d − q components of the grid current can be
expressed in terms converter output voltages, grid voltages,
and filter impedance as{

Lf
didg
dt +Rf idg − Lfωgiqg = vdo − vdg

Lf
diqg
dt +Rf iqg + Lfωgidg = vqo − vqg

(1)

where, Lf and Rf represent grid filter inductance and its
resistance, respectively. vdo, vqo, vdg , and vqg are dq−axis
converter and grid voltages, respectively. idg , iqg , and
ωg are dq−axis grid currents and grid angular frequency,
respectively.

The capacitor currents can be derived using converter
output voltages as idc = −ωgCfvqo and iqc = ωgCfvdo.
Thus, the relationship between the converter output voltages
and currents can be written in dq−axis shown as{

vdo = 1
ωgCf

(iqo − iqg)

vqo = 1
ωgCf

(idg − ido)
(2)

By combining the dynamic equations in (1) and (2), the
continuous-time system describing the dq-axis grid currents
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Fig. 2. The charging and discharging circuits for 9 operations of the CSC-based MIC system.

can be obtained as

d

dt

[
idg
iqg

]
= A

[
idg
iqg

]
+ B

[
ido
iqo

]
+ C

[
vdg
vqg

]
(3)

where

A =

 −Rf

Lf

ω2
gLfCf−1

ωgLfCf

−ω2
gLfCf+1

ωgLfCf

−Rf

Lf

 (4)

B =

[
0 1

ωgLfCf
−1

ωgLfCf
0

]
, C =

[
−1
Lf

0

0 −1
Lf

]
(5)

B. Discrete-Time Modeling of CSC-Based MIC

For the digital implementation of FCS-MPC algo-
rithm, a discrete-time model of the system is needed.
Microprocessor-based hardware helps in the real-time im-
plementation of such models. Thus, in this section, all the
continuous-time systems are converted to the discrete-time
domain.

The discrete-time system describing the dq−axis of the
grid currents can be obtained from (3) for the one-step
prediction as follows[
ipdg(k + 1)

ipqg(k + 1)

]
= XA

[
idg(k)
iqg(k)

]
+ XB

[
iedo(k)
ieqo(k)

]
+ XC

[
vdg(k)
vqg(k)

]
(6)

XA = eATs , XB = A−1(XA − I)B, XC = A−1(XA − I)C
(7)

where idg(k), iqg(k), vdg(k), and vqg(k) are the dq−axis
of the measured grid currents and voltages while Ts is
controller sampling time. Matrix I is the identity matrix.

The discrete values of the converter output currents in
dq−axis reference frame can be estimated from switching
signals S1(k)− S6(k) and dc-link inductance current mea-
surement, imdc(k), as express below:[

iedo(k)
ieqo(k)

]
= K.⟨imdc(k)

S1(k)− S4(k)
S3(k)− S6(k)
S5(k)− S2(k)

⟩ (8)

where K is the abc/dq transformation matrix as:

2

3

[
cos θg(k) cos(θg(k)− 2π

3 ) cos(θg(k)− 4π
3 )

− sin θg(k) − sin(θg(k)− 2π
3 ) − sin(θg(k)− 4π

3 )

]
(9)

where θg(k) is grid voltage angle, which can be obtained
by an phase-locked loop (PLL).

The one-step prediction methodology is often used to
simplify analysis and digital implementation computations.
However in the real-time implementation, the computational
delay produced by the digital signal processor needs taking
consideration [14]. Thus, the discrete time equation (6) is
shifted one step forward, i.e., (k + 2) prediction.

To save computational effort, the same estimated con-
verter currents iedo(k) and ieqo(k), are used in (k + 2)
prediction of grid currents [14]. The discrete-time model
for the two-step prediction of grid currents is as follows:[
ipdg(k + 2)

ipqg(k + 2)

]
= XA

[
ipdg(k + 1)

ipqg(k + 1)

]
+XB

[
iedo(k)

ieqo(k)

]
+XC

[
vdg(k + 1)

vqg(k + 1)

]
(10)

where ipdg(k + 2) and ipqg(k + 2) are the predicted grid
currents in (k + 2) state using 9 possible switching com-
binations. For a small enough sampling time and to save
computational efforts, it is possible to consider vdg(k+1) ≈
vdg(k) and vqg(k + 1) ≈ vqg(k). From (6)−(10), the
future behavior of the d-q components of the grid current
which are related to the converter switching signals can be
obtained based on the actual measurements and estimated
converter currents. The optimal selection of a switching
state among the 9 switching combinations leads to the
proper regulation of the active and the reactive power of
the PV MIC system.

III. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE CSC-BASED MIC
The FCS-MPC is an optimization control strategy, since

it applies the optimized switching state directly to the con-
verter, without using complex modulation techniques such
as pulsewidth/space vector modulation (PWM/SVM). The
proposed control system of the CSC-based MIC provides
a certain amount of active and reactive power in steady-
state operation and also a proper ratio of reactive power
for LVRT regulations in transient-state operation. Detail of
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the proposed control scheme for the CSC-based MIC is
illustrated in Fig. 3, which is schematically divided into
two main blocks, i.e., command control generation block
and model predictive current control block.

A. Generation of Reference Control Variables

In this section, the generation of reference control vari-
ables during steady-state and transient-state operation is
presented. The dq−axis grid current references are gener-
ated by a method similar to the classical voltage-oriented
control.

1) Steady-State Operation: in this operation mode, the
control objectives for the CSC-based MIC include the
following: 1) tracking of the reference dc-link current and
2) providing a certain amount of active and reactive power.
Thus, through the PI controller-based regulation of the dc-
link current, the d−axis grid reference current is generated.
Assuming the maximum steady-state operating current at
the grid terminal is 1 per unit (p.u.), the grid command
active power can be derived, as follow

P ∗
g (k) =

√
S2
MIC −Q∗

g(k)
2 (11)

where SMIC is the rated power of the CSC-based MIC
(300 VA in this paper).

The dc-link current reference, i∗dc(k) is extracted with
the P ∗

g (k) command. Then, i∗dc(k) is compared with the
measured dc-link current imdc(k) and error is given to the
PI regulator to generate reference for v∗Ldc. The dc voltages
of the PV side and converter side, and the voltage across
the dc-link inductance satisfy the equation v∗Ldc(k) = vpv −
v∗dc(k). Neglecting the loss in the system (P ∗

g = P ∗
dc), grid

active current i∗dg(k) is derived based on the power-balance
assumption

i∗dg(k) =
P ∗
g (k)

1.5vdg(k)
=

v∗dc(k)idc(k)

1.5vdg(k)
(12)

The q−axis grid reference current i∗qg(k) can be simply
obtained using Q∗

g(k) command. Since ac-side capacitor
Cac injects a fixed amount of the reactive power to the
grid, Q∗

g(k) is limited by the maximum and minimum
values.

2) Transient-State Operation: Recently, many power sys-
tem operators are expanding and modifying their intercon-
nection regulations such as LVRT requirements for large
PV installations through the technical standard. A practical
example of the LVRT requirements defined by the Danish
system operator (Energinet. dk) is presented in [21]. Based
on this regulation, the Sw1 and Sw2 are switched from
position 1 to position 2 (see Fig.3) when the grid voltage
falls below 90% of its nominal value. For the grid voltages
in the range of 50%−90%, the PV MIC system should
provide 2% reactive current for each 1% voltage dip, and
once the grid voltage falls below 50%, the system should
provide 100% reactive current. Assuming the rated rms
phase current at the grid terminal is In, the q−component
of the grid current in transient-state mode can be derived,
as follow

i∗dg(k) =
√
I2n − i∗qg(k)

2 (13)

TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Rated power 300 VA dc-link resistance Rdc = 0.2 Ω
Rated phase voltage 120 V dc-link inductance Ldc = 6 mH
Rated frequency 60 Hz Filter capacitance Cf = 15 µF
Switching frequency 3 kHz Filter inductance Lf = 2 mH
dc-link voltage 50 V Filter resistance Rf = 2 Ω

B. Model Predictive Current Control Design

The proposed MPC scheme using two-step prediction
strategy is shown in Fig. 3. The future value of the grid
current in (k+2) state is predicted among the 9 switching
combinations generated by the CSC-based MIC, using (6)
and (10).

An estimation of the current reference for the instant
k + 2, is needed for the predictive control strategy. Thus,
the references obtained in kth instant (command control
generation block) are extrapolated to k + 2 instant. For
the small sampling time, Ts < 20µs, it is reasonable to
consider i∗g(k + 2) = i∗g(k). However, for Ts greater than
20µs, the following second-order Lagrange extrapolation
[13] can be used as

i∗g(k + 2) = 6i∗g(k)− 8i∗g(k − 1) + 3i∗g(k − 2). (14)

The predicted grid currents ipdg(k + 2) and ipqg(k + 2)
are compared with their reference values i∗dg(k + 2) and
i∗qg(k+2), in a d−q reference frame using a fitness function
f , as follows

f =∥ i∗dg(k+2)− ipdg(k+2) ∥2 + ∥ i∗qg(k+2)− ipqg(k+2) ∥2
(15)

The goal of the fitness function optimization is to achieve
the f value close to zero. With this approach, the best
switching state in the previous iteration is used to estimate
the control variables at (k + 1) instant. The prediction of
(k + 2) variables is carried out using all the switching
combinations from Table I. The switching state which
minimizes the fitness function at (k + 2) instant is chosen
and then applied to CSC-based MIC at the next sampling
instant.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed CSC-based MIC system with the MIC-
based power control strategy were first simulated in Mat-
lab/Simulink. Then, to evaluate the performance of the
proposed control system, a 300-VA grid-tied prototype of
the three-phase, single-stage CSC was built, as shown in
Fig. 9. The main system parameters used in experimental
work have been listed in Table II. A full-bridge inverter
was constructed by Fairchild MOSFETs with low Rds(on)
and DSEP 30 diodes, including the snubber protection
circuits. The input voltage of this module is provided by
a 50-V power supply, connected to the dc-link inductor
with Ldc=6 mH and Rdc=0.2 Ω. The inverter is connected
to the grid (3ph, 208 V line to line, 60 Hz) through the
RLC filter unit. The PPWM strategy was applied with the
switching frequency of 2 kHz. The switching frequency
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed control system for CSC-based MIC.

290 W
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(a)

50 VAR 100 VAR

(b)
Fig. 4. Performance of the proposed control method in tracking active and
reactive power changes for first scenario. (a) active power step-down. (b)
reactive power step-up.

was selected to meet the total harmonic distortion (THD)
criteria based on IEEE STD 519-1992. The proposed con-
trol strategy was implemented by a dSPACE CLP1104
rapid prototyping board, in which the MATLAB/Simulink

and dSPACE Control Desk were used together to apply
signal processing algorithms. The PI controller for dc-
link current was set at kp =0.005 and kI =0.03. The
measurements were performed using a LeCroyWaverunner
64XI oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 600 MHz and
carried out to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
control system.

To observe the operation of the control system, the dy-
namic responses of the proposed control system is analyzed
with two scenarios: 1) a step-down in the active power ref-
erence value, and a step up in the reactive power command
at the same time and 2) a step-up in the active power
command, while the reactive power reference value has a
step-down at the same time. The corresponding simulation
results for two scenarios are shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7. In
the first scenario, active power reference changes from 300
W to 200 W at t = 3 s. As can be seen in the figure, there
is around 10 W power loss in the inverter. In the meantime,
the reactive power reference changes from 50 to 100 Var at
the same time of the simulation (t = 3 s), illustrated in Fig.
4(a) and (b). Obviously, the proposed power controller has
a promising tracking response to regulate the active and
reactive power independently. To satisfy the applied step
changes in active and reactive power commands, controller
reduces the dc-link current from about 6 A to the 4 A,
demonstrated in Fig. 5 (a). Figure 5(b) illustrates the phase-
a waveforms of the grid voltage vag , CSI output current
iao, and the grid current iag for the first scenario. Initially,
the CSC current magnitude and its phase angle with respect
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed method in tracking active and reactive
power changes for first scenario. (a) dc-link current. (b) voltage and current
waveforms.

the vag , achieved from the φinv = arctan(Q∗/P ∗), are
1.2A and 13o, respectively. At t = 3s, the magnitude
of the inverter current falls down to 0.88A while phase
angle φinv increases to 28o, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In
this paper, the filter capacitor is selected to inject 25% of
rated power (i.e. around 80 Var), therefore creating a fixed
shift angle of 20o in the grid current iag . In the second
scenario, the active power reference changes simultaneously
from 100 to around 300 W and reactive power reference
changes from 200 to 100 VAR at t = 3s (Fig. 6 (a) and
(b)). As shown in Fig. 7(a), the dc-link current is reduced
from 2 A to around 6 A due to the step-up change of
the CSC active power reference. Similarly, the CSC current
magnitude and its phase angle with respect the vag are 1
A and 65o, respectively. At t = 3s, the magnitude of the
inverter current increases to 1.4 A while phase angle φinv

reduces to 22o, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
A three-phase symmetrical grid fault is considered, since

the fault ride-through capability of the regional grid codes
mostly refer to this type of fault. Thus, a three-phase-to-
ground fault is applied to the PCC at t = 2 s and is cleared
after 150 ms, resulting in a 40% depth of voltage dip at
the PCC. At t = 2 s, a fault occurs and active power
reference drops to zero. At t = 2.2 s the fault is cleared
and active power reference gets back to 300 W. While at
the mentioned interval, the reactive power reference raises
to 300 Var and gets back to zero (based on Equation (13)).
As can be seen in Fig. 8, the reactive power change, in
faulty time, does not let the active power to drop to the
zero value. The time duration of fault is not that much to

290 W100 W

(a)

100 VAR

200 VAR

(b)
Fig. 6. Performance of the proposed control method in tracking active and
reactive power changes for second scenario. (a) active power step-up. (b)
reactive power step-down.
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Fig. 7. Performance of the proposed method in tracking active and reactive
power changes for second scenario. (a) dc-link current. (b) voltage and current
waveforms.

let the reactive power increase to the reference amount of
300 Var. When the reactive power returns to the zero, the
active power gets back to 300 W.

Finally, the performance of the proposed control system
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Fig. 8. Step changes in active and reactive power command. (a) active power
step-up. (b) reactive power step-down.
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Fig. 9. Layout of the experimental setup: A single-stage 300-VA grid-tied
prototype of the CSC-based MIC system.

is verified by using a single-stage 300-VA grid-tied proto-
type of the CSC-based MIC system, as shown in Fig. 9.
Figures 10 (a) and 11 (a) shows the dc-link current for
first and second scenarios, respectively. It is observed that
the proposed controller has a promising tracking response
to regulate the dc-link current. Also, Fig. 10 (b) and 11
(b) depict the grid voltage (vag) and inventer output current
(iao) for the both scenarios. Similar to simulation results,
CSC phase current angle with respect the vag , are 15o and
67o for the first and second scenario, respectively. After
applying the step changes in active and reactive power
commands, the inverter phase current angle φinv changes
to 30o and 23o, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(b).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a 300-VA three-phase single-stage CSC
was proposed and experimentally implemented as a testbed
for grid-tied PV MIC systems. A model predictive control

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Performance of the proposed method in tracking active and reactive
power changes for first scenario. (a) dc-link current. (b) voltage and current
waveforms.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Performance of the proposed method in tracking active and reactive
power changes for second scenario. (a) dc-link current. (b) voltage and current
waveforms.

scheme is proposed independently control the active and
reactive powers exchanging between the PV and the utility
grid in order to meet recent grid-code and LVRT require-
ments. A discrete-time model of the MIC was developed
to predict the future behavior of current control values and
switching states. Simulation results demonstrated that the
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injected active and reactive power can be controlled using
minimizing the cost function introduced in the predictive
switching algorithm. The proposed control method was
verified through a 300-VA laboratory prototype. The results
showed fast transient response and good stability which
indicate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
control scheme.
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